We have synthesized current understanding, mainly observations, with regard to ion escape mechanisms to space from the ionosphere and exosphere of Titan and Earth-type planets, with the intent to provide an improved input for models of atmospheric evolution on early Earth and Earth-type planets and exoplanets. We focus on the role of the ionosphere and its nonlinear response to solar parameters, all of which have been underestimated in current models of ancient atmospheric escape (4 billion years ago). Factors that have been overlooked include the following: (1) Much larger variation of O ؉ outflow than H ؉ outflow from the terrestrial ionosphere, depending on solar and geomagnetic activities (an important consideration when attempting to determine the oxidized state of the atmosphere of early Earth); (2) magnetization of the ionopause, which keeps ionospheric ions from escaping and controls many other escape processes; (3) extra ionization by, for example, the critical ionization velocity mechanism, which expands the ionosphere to greater altitudes than current models predict; and (4) the large escape of cold ions from the dense, expanded ionosphere of Titan. Here we offer, as a guideline for quantitative simulations, a qualitative diagnosis of increases or decreases of non-thermal escape related to the ionosphere for magnetized and unmagnetized planets in response to changes in solar parameters (i.e., solar EUV/FUV flux, solar wind dynamic pressure, and interplanetary magnetic field).
INTRODUCTION C
ONSTRUCTING RELIABLE MODELS of the ancient atmosphere and its early evolution is one of the key issues in studies of the origin and evolution of early life on Earth. It is also key to understanding habitable conditions with regard to exoplanets. Past efforts have focused on modeling an initial neutral atmosphere from planetary al., 2006; and references therein). Main destinations of atmospheric loss are to space (escape) and to the ground (migration through rain washing, freezing, and sublimation, and chemical reactions to form CaCO 3 , CH-group, graphite, etc.) (Kasting and Brown, 1998; Kasting and Catling, 2003; Lammer et al., 2003; Hashimoto et al., 2007) .
Unfortunately, our knowledge of both initial conditions and evolution is quite limited, which has resulted in a large variety of models. Even the density of the initial terrestrial neutral atmosphere can differ by as much as two orders of magnitude between models, and this ambiguity becomes even more severe after different evolution models are applied. The large ambiguity with regard to atmospheric evolution is largely due to our lack of understanding of atmospheric escape into space. For example, thermal (Jeans) escape, one of the most important types of escape from early Earth, is derived from a simple formula using temperature, but its effect in terms of the oxidation history of the atmosphere is still difficult to estimate. This is because (a) it is not easy to estimate the exobase temperature (which determines the Jeans escape rate) for assumed extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) and far-ultraviolet (FUV) flux, unless we know exactly the cooling effect by, for example, CO 2 (Tian et al., 2005 (Tian et al., , 2006 Kulikov et al., 2007) ; and (b) even a small ambiguity in the exobase condition causes large ambiguity in the O/H ratio of escape because Jeans escape is selective to light elements (H and He for Earth). The change of the oxidation state of the atmosphere from the time of atmospheric/ocean formation to the time of life emergence and its early evolution is among the most-needed information.
Non-thermal ion escape, which has a different O/H ratio from thermal escape and is much more difficult to model than thermal escape, adds another large ambiguity to the atmospheric model. As described in the following sections, observations of different planets at different solar cycle phases show a larger variability of non-thermal ion escape than is adopted in existing models within the current variation level of solar radiation and solar wind parameters. Furthermore, a large escape flux of heavy cold ions has recently been discovered around Titan, despite the low solar luminosity there . These unexpected observations indicate that many processes of atmospheric escape to space over solar system history are still poorly understood and may be underestimated.
Thus, thermal and non-thermal escape processes make the already ambiguous characterizations of atmospheric properties (such as the oxidization state) even more ambiguous when life emerged and was stabilized. To reduce such ambiguities in models, it is important to address the atmospheric loss processes on early Earth 4.5 to 3.8 billion years (Gyr) ago by broadly synthesizing current observations of elementary processes on Earth-type planets (e.g., Earth, Mars, Venus, and the moon Titan).
Although the escape mechanisms that occur on magnetized planets (e.g., present Earth) and on unmagnetized planets (e.g., present Venus, Mars, and the moon Titan) are different from each other (cf. Fig. 1 ), syntheses of escape mechanisms for both magnetized and unmagnetized planets are essential to our understanding of early Earth because we do not know whether early Earth was magnetized or unmagnetized at the time of the emergence of life. There is no evidence of magnetism in the rock record from 4 Gyr ago, at which time the Earth's dynamo may not have been very strong if the solid-state inner core was not fully formed. Recent paleomagnetic results indicate that the geomagnetic field 3 Gyr ago was much weaker than the present field (Sumita et al., 2001) . Thus, the strength of the internal magnetic field 4 Gyr ago is an unknown parameter. Furthermore, the ionospheric height at early Earth is expected to have been higher than at present due to the high EUV/FUV flux (Evans, 1977 ; see also textbook by Rees, 1989) , and it could have been even higher than the magnetopause height if the geomagnetic field was relatively weak. In this case, ancient Earth could be regarded as an unmagnetized planet in terms of the interaction with solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF).
A synthesis of planetary and Earth observations helps to highlight overlooked or underestimated processes in existing models. Unfortunately, few papers are devoted to such an effort; hence it is urgent to address this problem so that ongoing modeling efforts do not neglect to take into account important processes. Here we focus on one such overlooked element, the ionosphere and its varying roles as (a) a source of escaping ions with a higher O/H ratio than thermal escape, (b) a shield by which to prevent the loss of ions from solar wind-driven escape, and (c) a controller of large-scale interactions between solar wind and the planetary magnetosphere/ionosphere. The significance of these varying ionospheric roles for both magnetized and unmagnetized planets depends on conditions on the Sun and attributes of the resultant solar wind.
The main goal of this paper is to examine the influence of the ionosphere on atmospheric escape using current observational knowledge. We have synthesized relevant observations in order to show how the ionospheric roles are underestimated (section 2), and we have formed an overview of the geometry (section 3). Further, we have considered qualitative prognoses of how the atmospheric escape processes related to the ionosphere respond to drivers such as solar wind parameters (section 4) and the solar EUV/FUV flux (section 5). As described below, the overall dependence of atmospheric escape on some solar parameters can even be the opposite of what is currently believed, if the contribution from the ionosphere is properly estimated.
THE ESCAPE TO SPACE
The major escape mechanisms of atmospheres (from both magnetized and unmagnetized planets) known to date are summarized in Table 1 . The kinetic energies of non-thermal ion escape mechanisms [(4)-(6)] are ultimately supplied by the solar wind, though solar EUV/FUV radiation largely influences the ionization. For further explanation of these mechanisms, see Lundin et al. (1991) , Brace and Kliore (1991) , Luhmann and Bauer (1992) , , , Lammer et al. (2003 Lammer et al. ( , 2005a Lammer et al. ( , 2005b , and Kulikov et al. (2006) for unmagnetized planets, and Kasting and Brown (1998) , Moore et al. (1999) , Sibeck et al. (1999) , Kasting and Catling (2003) , and Fujimoto et al. (2006) for magnetized planets.
Controlling variables
One major problem in modeling the atmospheric escape on ancient Earth is that there are many controlling parameters whose values are unknown, such as (a) solar EUV/FUV intensity; (b) solar wind dynamic pressure (SWDP) or, more precisely, the solar wind density, velocity, and temperature; (c) IMF for both average magnitude and its variability in direction; (d) lower atmosphere composition and density; (e) the amount of heating at the surface by, for example, solar radiation and volcanism; (f) strength of the internal magnetic field; and (g) external bombardment. Among those, only the solar radiation parameters (EUV/FUV and total luminosity) are rather well estimated from the study of the history of G-type stars (e.g., Ayres, 1997; Ribas et al., 2005; Kulikov et al., 2006; and references therein) . While the total luminosity of the young Sun is believed to have been 30% less than the present Sun, the EUV/FUV flux was most likely very high (factors of 10-1000) 4-4.5 Gyr ago, which would have resulted in a hot and expanded exosphere and a subsequent high loss rate due to Jeans escape (e.g., Luhmann and Bauer, 1992; Lammer et al., 2003; Kulikov et al., 2006) . However, the values of the other parameters are not well defined, as mentioned in the introduction. Note that the strength of the IMF and the solar wind are unknown parameters of early Earth. Although the solar dynamo may have been strong 4-4.5 Gyr ago because the solar rotation is believed to have been faster at that time than at present (Ayres, 1997; Ribas et al., 2005; Kulikov et al., 2006) , this is not sufficient evidence to assume a strong IMF, unless the actual dynamo mechanism is known. Since the convection zone of the Sun was located much deeper 4-4.5 Gyr ago, the solar dynamo likely differed from its current state. We cannot assume an eleven-year solar cycle for the early Sun, and the variability of the IMF (both direction and strength) is completely unknown.
For the SWDP, Wood et al. (2005) and Wood (2006) measured the size of the astrosphere (the stellar counterpart of the heliosphere) by H␣ absorption for a total of eleven examples, including the Sun (the size of the astrosphere is expected to be related to the stellar wind dynamic pressure). Together with the X-ray intensity measurements, they derived a general tendency that hotter Gtype stars have larger mass loss rate. However, this relation does not hold for very young (very hot) stars. In other words, the SWDP 4 Gyr ago is an unknown parameter, as is the IMF.
Thus, the driving parameters are mostly quite unknown. These ambiguities are further enhanced when estimating the escape rate because the dependencies of the escape processes on these parameters are not direct but indirect with regard to the shape, height profile, temperature, and dynamics of atmospheric regions (exosphere, ionosphere, homosphere, and magnetosphere if ap- , Vidal-Madjar, 1978; Gordiets et al., 1982; Tinsley et al., 1986; Kasting and Brown, 1998; Kasting and Catling, 2003; Kulikov et al., 2006) , (c) cooling by infrared vibrational-rotational bands of molecules (Tian et al., 2005; Kulikov et al., 2007) , and (d) ionization loss of selectively superthermal atoms/ molecules with velocities beyond Alfvén's critical ionization velocity (CIV) (Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 1990; Peratt and Verschuur, 2000; and references therein) . Among these, only the direct heating by the EUV/FUV is relatively well known. The vertical transport sets the upper limit of the atmospheric escape related to neutral atoms/molecules (e.g., the pickup loss, Jeans escape, and photochemical escape) because the removed neutrals are continually supplied from the homopause by this transport. The vertical transport is also essential in modeling the exosphere and ionosphere. However, this transport is quite difficult to model because it includes both diffusion processes (Vidal-Madjar, 1978; Kasting and Brown, 1998) and the vertical wind, the latter of which has been ignored in most models.
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The cooling effect is another controversial element. It is widely believed that a strong cooling of some part of the upper atmosphere (above the tropopause), or what is called the greenhouse effect, may be a solution to the so-called early Sun paradox [i.e., liquid water should have existed when solar luminosity was 30% less than the present value (Sagan and Mullen, 1972; Pollack, 1991; Sagan and Chyba, 1997; Kasting and Catling, 2003; Commeyras et al., 2006) ]. However, the amount of greenhouse gases in existing models of the initial atmosphere is not sufficient to explain this paradox on its own (e.g., Shaviv et al., 2003; Wood et al., 2005; Commeyras et al., 2006) , which indicates that there is a large ambiguity regarding the greenhouse effect, including the amount of greenhouse gases at the exobase. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume strong cooling in the exosphere (Tian et al., 2005; Kulikov et al., 2007) . Inversely, the amount of greenhouse gases could also be small in supplemental scenarios, e.g., by introducing low albedo of clouds (Shaviv et al., 2003 ; see also Lassen and FriisChristensen, 1995; Svensmark and Friis-Christensen, 1997) or by modification to the solar evolution model (Wood et al., 2005) .
The CIV has never been discussed in the escape processes, though this mechanism has been confirmed by ionospheric rocket experience. According to the CIV concept, a neutral (atom or light molecule) traveling with more kinetic energy relative to the background magnetized plasma than ionization energy can be spontaneously ionized by losing corresponding kinetic energy (StenbaekNielsen et al., 1990; Peratt and Verschuur, 2000; and references therein) . Since the ballistic escape energy from Earth and Venus (corresponding to 11 km/s, or about 10 eV for oxygen atoms) is comparable to the ionization energy (particularly for the excited-state atoms), the CIV ionization for a hot exosphere cannot be ignored. The CIV mechanism is just one example of underestimated ionization processes described below.
The general effectiveness of the ionization processes is one of the most important factors for all non-thermal ion escape mechanisms [(4)-(6) in Table 1 ], though Cassini observations indicate that this fundamental problem is not well understood yet. Cassini found that Titan's ionosphere has dense, cold, heavy ions and is expanded to ϳ1400 km, i.e., to the same height as or even higher than the exobase as illustrated in Fig. 1b . Since Titan has a smaller gravity and receives much less solar EUV/FUV flux than Mars, the ionospheric height has been expected to be lower than the exobase as illustrated in Fig. 1c (Cravens et al., 2005; Ågren et al., 2007) . Even after including the electron impact ionization by saturnian magnetospheric energetic electrons and the drag effect by magnetospheric convection, the models predict a more compressed ionosphere than Cassini observed (Cravens et al., 2005) . This observation raised questions about the present understanding of formation and dynamics of the ionosphere.
Present knowledge of escape
Except for hydrogen and helium, non-thermal ion escape [see (4)-(6) in Table 1 ] observed on any Earth-sized planet is much larger than the estimated Jeans escape (e.g., Lundin and Dubinin, 1992; Cully et al., 2003; Wahlund et al., 2005 ; and references therein). We begin with escape related to non-thermal ion heating [(5) in Table 1 ], for which statistics over a solar cycle are available for Earth.
The observed ion flux that escapes directly from the terrestrial upper atmosphere/iono-sphere by electromagnetic/electrostatic non-thermal ion heating is on the order of 10 25ϳ26 ions/s or 10 0ϳ1 kg/s (Moore et al., 1999; Cully et al., 2003) , whereas the Jeans escape of hydrogen is estimated (no direct measurement exists) to be larger than this non-thermal escape of protons during solar minimum and smaller during solar maximum, with an upper limit of 10 27 atoms/s limited by diffusion (Vidal-Madjar, 1978; Kasting and Catling, 2003) . The largest source of non-thermal ion escape is the dayside polar region (e.g., Kondo et al., 1990; Norqvist et al., 1998) , where solar wind can directly access the ionosphere through the geomagnetic field (the "cusp" in Fig. 1a) . Table 2 summarizes current knowledge of the non-thermal ion budget above the Earth's ionosphere [related only to mechanism (5) in Table 1 ] during the solar maximum as observed by satellites (Moore et al., 1999; Cully et al., 2003; Yamauchi et al., 2005b) . The outflow fluxes of Hϩ and Oϩ in Table 2 correspond to about 0.03ϳ0.15 kg/s and 0.3ϳ5 kg/s, respectively; most of the escaping mass flux is carried by heavy ions such as O ϩ , and these non-thermal escapes are strongly correlated to the magnetospheric activity. For reference, the current estimate of incoming meteor mass flux (0.5 kg/s) is comparable to the mass flux of ion outflow during quiet periods. The O ϩ escape is larger than the H ϩ escape even in its number flux during geomagnetic active periods (magnetic storms and substorms). A substantial portion of these escaping ions is, however, believed to return to the ionosphere in various forms (McFadden et al., 2003; Yamauchi et al., 2005a) , probably due to the geomagnetic field. Unfortunately, the amount of this return flow is unknown except for H ϩ (0.003-0.02 kg/s), which is estimated as only one tenth of non-thermal H ϩ escape at 3ϳ5 earth radii (R E ).
Escape of the heavy ions (O ϩ and N ϩ ) increases much more than H ϩ during high solar activity (high F 10.7 flux) and during major magnetic storms (Chappell et al., 1982; Hamilton et al. 1988; Cully et al., 2003) . Using more than eleven years' satellite ion data for the Ͻ70 eV range at an altitude of 6000-10000 km, Cully et al. (2003) concluded that non-thermal O ϩ outflow from the ionosphere increases by a factor of 10 2 , while nonthermal H ϩ outflow increases only by a factor of 3 when the F 10.7 flux increases by a factor of 3 (from solar minimum to solar maximum). They also showed a stronger dependence of O ϩ than H ϩ on the geomagnetic activity that is controlled by the solar wind parameters, particularly, the SWDP, IMF strength, and IMF variability. This strong dependence of O ϩ escape (for both escape energy and flux) on the solar wind parameters is also confirmed by hot plasma (30-30,000 eV) data above the escape velocity (Arvelius, 2005) .
For observations of Mars and Venus, we cannot distinguish between escape due to non-thermal ion heating and bulk momentum transfer [ (5) and (6) in Table 1 ]. The non-thermal escape of heavy ions from the venusian atmosphere is detected as an "ionotail" or "detached plasma cloud" (observation by cold plasma instrument), with total escaping O ϩ flux of 0.1ϳ2 kg/s, a factor of 20 change between solar minimum and solar maximum (e.g., Brace et al., 1990 ; and references therein). For Mars, the relevant escape [(5) and (6) in Table 1 ] is reported to be about 0.1ϳ1 kg/s for the solar maximum from Phobos-2 (Lundin et al., 1990; Lundin and Dubinin, 1992) and 0.02ϳ0.1 kg/s for the solar minimum from Mars Express Barabash et al., 2007) . Since Mars Express covers only high energy (Ͼabout 300 eV) and Phobos-2 covers both high and low energies, this difference might be due to the instrumental difference, and we will have to wait for the Mars Express result from solar maximum to confirm the solar cycle variation.
The ion pickup process [(4) in Table 1 ] is a thermal and non-thermal combined process, in which the interplanetary electric field (perpendicular to the solar wind direction) and IMF move all newly born ions inside the solar wind anti-sunward (trajectories are cycloid). Even neutrals at zero velocity (well below the escape velocity) under the hydrostatic equilibrium in the gravity field escape through this process when they are exposed to solar wind and subsequently ionized by, for example, solar FUV, electron impact, and charge exchange. This process is considered to have contributed substantially to the ancient atmospheric loss from early unmagnetized planets in the ex- isting models (e.g., Luhmann and Bauer, 1992; Lammer et al., 2005a; Kulikov et al., 2006) for both light (H and He) and heavy (O and CO 2 ) species. At present Mars, the observed pickup proton flux of exospheric origin is as high as 1ϳ2% of the solar wind flux , which corresponds to a total escaping flux from Mars of 10 25ϳ26 /s or 0.02ϳ0.1 kg/s and is less than, but still comparable to, the calculated Jeans escape (Lammer et al., 2005a) . For a magnetized planet, the pickup loss of the exospheric neutrals is very little because the exosphere does not extend much above the magnetopause. However, the ion pickup process itself still works for ions that are kept supplied to the solar wind from the ionosphere. In fact, a large number of ionospheric ions are found in the solar wind at Mars (Lundin et al., 1991; and at Earth (Eklund et al., 1997; Rème et al., 2001) , and they should be lost even if their velocity is less than the escape velocity. These massive ions also cause a mass loading effect, which enhances the solar windmagnetosphere interaction and subsequent largescale ion escape (Yamauchi and Lundin, 1997; Yamauchi et al., 2003) .
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The observation of an unexpectedly thick and dense Titan ionosphere (section 2.1) showed another form of massive ion pickup processes by Saturn's magnetospheric convection rather than by solar wind Ågren et al., 2007) . Cassini detected that a substantial amount of cold ionospheric ions is exposed to the reduced magnetospheric convection above the "soft" ionopause (cf. Fig. 1b , but the convection gradually decreases toward the ionopause). Cold ions have negligibly small gyroradii; hence their trajectory is no longer cycloid but laminar along the magnetospheric convection (in the E ϫ B direction). The resultant massive escape of cold ions means that they are kept supplied from the ionosphere below the ionopause.
Importance of the ionosphere
Thus, the observations from Earth, Mars, and Titan indicate that non-thermal escape from the ionosphere cannot be ignored in both its total amount and its role in determining the oxidizing state of the atmospheres of early Earth, Venus, and Mars. However, no existing model of atmospheric escape from early Earth (and Earth-type planets) has included the strong solar parameter dependence of non-thermal escape selectively on O ϩ . No model has included the extra ionization by, for example, the CIV mechanism. No model has included any mechanism that explains the massive ion escape at the extended ionosphere of Titan. Furthermore, no model has properly included the solar parameter dependence of the ionopause location, which demarcates the type of loss process that is discussed later in this paper. In other words, the roles of the ionosphere and the solar wind-ionosphere interaction have been underestimated in past models of atmospheric escape from ancient Earth.
Therefore, it is important to consider the role of the ionosphere, i.e., how the basic controlling parameters (solar parameters and internal parameters) affect the various loss mechanisms through the ionosphere and its interaction with the solar wind. Unless we quantify and understand these effects, we cannot properly model the atmosphere of early Earth and Earth-type planets and exoplanets.
At present, even the ionospheric density can be underestimated in models of ancient atmospheric escape. For example, most models of ancient atmospheric escape do not include extra ionization (see Titan observation in section 2.1), which eventually locates the ionopause above the exobase (e.g., Kulikov et al., 2006) . Furthermore, they calculate the ionosphere only above the altitude of peak electron density with constant UV/electron impact ionization rate (e.g., Ma et al., 2004) . Only recently, Brecht and Ledvina (2006) considered the UV effect on ionization from a fixed neutral profile in their hybrid code simulation to estimate the ion escape, but they suggested a need to improve the code to obtain a more accurate boundary location.
Among the many possible parameters that affect ionospheric/exospheric conditions, we only consider in our qualitative assessment the solar parameters, which include dependence on solar EUV/FUV (which determines the ionospheric thickness), on SWDP, and on IMF (intensity and variability). Note that the magnetospheric activity (which is related to the non-thermal escape of ionospheric ions) of Earth is known to be strongly controlled by the IMF direction, which changes very frequently (e.g., textbook by Akasofu, 1977) . Therefore, the variability in the IMF direction is also an important controlling factor. Luhmann and Bauer (1992) have already pointed out the importance of this type of consideration, but the roles of the ionosphere have not been well integrated into previous models.
As discussed in section 2.1, many indirect controlling factors are not completely understood, and our current knowledge on controlling parameters is simply insufficient for solid modeling of the ancient terrestrial atmosphere. Therefore, it is advisable to examine qualitatively one element (the ionosphere), i.e., provide an overview of the qualitative dependence of escape processes related to the ionosphere on the essential parameters. We examine only the increase or decrease of atmospheric escape through the change of ionospheric condition by increasing the unknown solar parameters.
Since solar wind dependencies are qualitatively different between the magnetized planets (e.g., Earth) and unmagnetized or weakly-magnetized planets (e.g., Venus, Mars), as shown in Fig. 1 , we first briefly overview solar wind interaction with magnetized and unmagnetized planets in section 3. Then, solar wind (SWDP and IMF) dependence is considered in section 4, and solar EUV/FUV dependence is considered in section 5.
SOLAR WIND INTERACTION WITH THE IONOSPHERE
For a magnetized planet (Fig. 1a) , solar wind is deflected by the planetary magnetic field (SWDP is balanced with the magnetic pressure of the planetary magnetic field), except in singular regions where the compressed IMF (after bow shock) and the compressed planetary magnetic field (by SWDP) cancel each other (e.g., Alfvén and Fälthammar, 1963) . The boundary that deflects solar wind is called the magnetopause, and the singular region is called the cusp. The cusp is magnetically connected to the ionosphere through a vertically pointing magnetic field. When the planetary magnetic field is approximately dipolar, cusps appear near the north and south poles of the dipole field.
Downstream of the bow shock, the plasma and the electromagnetic disturbances of the shocked solar wind reach the ionosphere directly through the cusp and continuously carry a massive amount of energy to the ionosphere (Heikkila and Winningham, 1971; Yamauchi and Lundin, 2001 ). This localized energy generates strong electromagnetic wave activities in and above the ionosphere, which results in wave-related non-thermal heating (e.g., Moore et al., 1999) . This region is one of the largest sources of non-thermally escaping ions, which is summarized in Table 2 . Note that solar wind also penetrates across the magnetopause outside the cusps at localized sites and in a non-steady manner (Sibeck et al., 1999; Yamauchi et al., 2003; Lundin et al., 2003; Fujimoto et al., 2006) , and once the magnetosphere has been penetrated, solar wind has easy access to the ionosphere along the magnetic field, as observations have confirmed (Andersson et al., 2002; Yamauchi et al., 2003) . Thus, the shielding boundary for a magnetized planet is not very solid, particularly for disturbed solar wind (solar wind is already disturbed when it passes through the bow shock).
If the planetary magnetic field is not strong enough to block solar wind, the planet is defined as unmagnetized (Fig. 1b) . In this case, solar wind is blocked by the ionospheric plasma pressure as long as the planet has a substantial ionosphere (e.g., Zhang et al., 1991; Brace and Kliore, 1991; Bauer, 1992, Wahlund et al., 2005) . This blockage is still achieved in the collision-free regime because the magnetic field cannot quickly diffuse into a good conductor (the ionosphere has high conductance), and it "piles up" in front of the conductor due to the electric induction current in the ionosphere (e.g., Alfvén and Fältham-mar, 1963; Russell et al., 2006) . In the dayside part, this magnetic piled-up region is called the ionopause. The piled-up IMF prevents both solar wind and ionospheric plasmas from crossing the ionopause by gyrotrapping, and as a result, SWDP and ionospheric plasma pressure are balanced by the magnetic pressure of the piled-up IMF, respectively. This picture has been confirmed by observations of both Venus and Mars (e.g., Zhang et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1991; Russell et al., 2006) . Because of this magnetic pile-up mechanism, the total magnetic field that confines the ionosphere and shields it from solar wind intrusion is the same regardless of how weak the IMF is (Luhmann et al., 1987) .
While the interaction between the solar wind and the ionosphere is in the collision-free regime, it still causes strong losses of ionospheric ions due to large-scale momentum transfer (Wolff et al., 1980; Ong et al., 1991; Brace and Kliore, 1991; Carlsson et al., 2006) . Furthermore, this shielding boundary (the ionopause) is not very solid (less solid than the magnetopause) because the IMF direction is not stable and the solar wind is disturbed downstream of the bow shock. Therefore, localized energy deposition through the ionosphere is more frequent than it is through the magnetopause. Such localized energy deposition is favorable for non-thermal heating.
If the ionospheric ion density is very low (due to, e.g., low EVU/FUV), the question arises whether direct collisions between the solar wind and the neutral atmosphere determine the boundary of solar wind access as illustrated in Fig. 1c . This is equivalent to the case where there is no IMF at all or the neutral atmosphere is much thicker than the ionosphere. However, the very high ionizing EUV/FUV flux predicted for the early Sun produces a dense ionosphere above the collisional neutral atmosphere of the Earth-type planet (cf. section 5 below and textbook by Rees, 1989) . Furthermore, even Titan, which receives very low levels of EUV/FUV, has a thick ionosphere (section 2.1) such that the ionospheric pressure balances with Saturn's corotation wind in the collision-free regime through the piled-up magnetic field. Generally, neutrals that are exposed to solar wind are expected to be quickly lost through the ion pickup process once they are ionized inside the solar wind, which causes a fast erosion of the neutral atmosphere until the ionospheric pressure dominates in balancing with the SWDP. Therefore, we do not take into consideration the situation illustrated in Fig. 1c . Note that we do not exclude the possibility of an extended hydrogen exosphere (Luhmann and Bauer, 1992; Kulikov et al., 2006) because the proton gyroradius in the piled-up IMF is normally shorter than the mean free pass of neutral-proton collision.
SOLAR WIND DEPENDENCE
For both magnetized and unmagnetized planets, IMF does not affect significantly the amount of neutral escape [(1)-(3) in Table 1 ] because the exosphere is not much affected by the IMF. A high SWDP generally increases the charge-exchange ionization and the electron impact ionization of the exosphere inside the solar wind, but not below the ionopause/magnetopause where the exobase is located. Therefore, SWDP does not much affect Jeans escape or photochemical escape, and we consider only non-thermal ion escape mechanisms [(4)-(6) in Table 1 ] in this section.
Magnetized planet (Earth)
For a magnetized planet with a strong magnetic field such as the present Earth, the ionosphere is always well below the magnetopause, as illustrated in Fig. 1a , and the pickup loss is expected to be very small compared to other nonthermal ion losses by, for example, large-scale momentum transfer and non-thermal (wave-related) heatings. For these non-thermal outflows, past terrestrial observations over 30 years have revealed some of the solar input dependencies as summarized in section 2.2 (see Table 2 ) and below.
An increase in SWDP or IMF variability causes a non-linear increase in non-thermal heating of ionospheric ions by more than an order of magnitude within several hours (Moore et al., 1999; Cully et al., 2003) . The change is largest in the dayside polar region near the cusp (cf. Fig. 1a) , and the related escaping ions enhance the mass loading effect and subsequent large-scale momentum transfer Lundin, 1997, 2001 ). The SWDP also affects the magnetopause (dashed line in Fig. 1a) . A high SWDP moves the magnetopause location toward Earth through compression/erosion (e.g., Akasofu, 1977) and deforms the magnetopause shape, through instabilities, to wavy rather than laminar (e.g., Sibeck et al., 1999; Yamauchi et al., 2003; Fujimoto et al., 2006 ) .
An increase in IMF strength also causes magnetopause shrinkage/erosion (particularly for specific IMF directions (e.g., Akasofu, 1977) , some increase in non-thermal heating (Cully et al., 2003; Arvelius, 2005) , and an increase in large-scale momentum transfer through large-scale plasma instabilities (e.g., Fujimoto et al., 2006) . The magnetopause shrinkage/erosion is often attributed to the dayside reconnection process, which transfers the mass from the dayside to the nightside (e.g., Hones et al., 1974) . Although this is one of the largest mass transfer processes, the majority of the transferred mass related to the reconnection process is believed to return back to the dayside because the total magnetic flux of the terrestrial magnetic field is conserved, which is not the case for other escape processes (Yamauchi et al., 2005b) . Therefore, the net escape of ions by re-connection and other large-scale processes is completely unknown. Poor knowledge of the return flow is not limited to the reconnection process. We do not even know the returning amount of outflow ions for other mechanisms such as wave-related heating. Yet we can expect that the increase in local escape most likely leads to an increase in total escape flux.
Unmagnetized planets (Mars, Venus, the moon Titan)
We next consider an unmagnetized planet, as illustrated in Fig. 1b and Fig. 2 . The relative location of the shielding boundary (dashed line) and the exosphere in the case of the unmagnatized planet is more important than it is in the magnetized case because the picked-up loss involves neutrals beyond the ionopause. For the other non-thermal ion escape mechanisms, we employ terrestrial observations to supplement the relatively insufficiently investigated solar wind dependence of the ionospheric condition and escape (e.g., Zhang et al., 1990 Zhang et al., , 1991 Ong et al., 1991) .
As mentioned in section 3, the IMF strength does not change the total piled-up magnetic field around the ionopause. Terrestrial observations indicate that IMF strength influences non-thermal heatings much less than the other parameters do (Arvelius, 2005) . On the contrary, an increase in the SWDP means that the pressure balance altitude decreases toward the planet as shown in Fig.  2a (Zhang et al., 1991) , which results in more neutrals existing beyond the ionopause. Together with the increase in the ionization rate (by chargeexchange between ions and neutrals and by electron impact ionization), an increase in the SWDP should increase the pickup loss by solar wind. For the other non-thermal ion escape mechanisms [(5) and (6) in Table 1 ], activation of the escape process by the localized solar wind energy deposit into the ionosphere is analogous to the activation at a magnetized planet, and we expect that an increase in the SWDP activates the largescale momentum transfer in the boundary region and the non-thermal ion heating in the ionosphere (section 4.1). On the other hand, Pioneer Venus Orbiter's cold plasma instrument found a decrease of nightside ionotail density when SWDP increased (Brace et al., 1990) . Since the density and characteristic energy are normally anti-correlated and the density does not necessarily represent flux (Arvelius, 2005) . 1b) for different solar parameters: (a) high and low SWDP and (b) high and low EUV/FUV flux. The ionopause location depends on both SWDP (due to compression) and EUV/FUV (due to enhanced ionization), while the exosphere depends on EUV/FUV but not on SWDP. Note that a high SWDP also intensifies the piled-up magnetic field because its magnetic pressure must stop the solar wind.
Venus Express for the SWDP dependence will shed light on these issues.
Variability in the IMF direction means that the new IMF may weaken the piled-up magnetic field. For example, a 180°change in the IMF direction means a cancellation of the piled-up old IMF by a new IMF at the ionopause and causes the ions that are trapped in the ionopause to be exposed to solar wind and subsequently be picked up or released (Ong et al., 1991) . The cancellation of the piled-up IMF also means that the magnetic pressure is no longer strong enough to sustain the SWDP; that is, until a new magnetic configuration is set up above the ionosphere. Together with the loss of ions and weakening of the magnetic shielding, the pressure balance point (the ionopause) is expected to move dynamically toward the planet. Variations in the IMF direction, therefore, cause variations in the ionopause height, which triggers large-scale instabilities and thus enhances the momentum transfer as well as the localized solar wind penetration into a lower altitude than a stationary IMF case. In fact, Ong et al. (1991) found an increase of observing frequency of detached ion cloud from Venus when the IMF direction changes from Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO).
The most relevant terrestrial counterpart is probably the cusp region because the magnetic obstacle is very weak there; observations at the cusp region show that the solar wind and its energy access much more easily during higher SWDP and more variable IMF (e.g., Moore et al., 1999; Yamauchi and Lundin, 2001) . In summary, a variable IMF (and probably a high SWDP) causes an increase in non-thermal energization (e.g., by electromagnetic wave activity that corresponds to (5) in Table 1 ) and related ion losses of the ionospheric ions. It is also favorable for largescale momentum transfer near the ionopause.
SOLAR EUV/FUV DEPENDENCE
We next consider the EUV/FUV dependence. In this section, we simply call them UV. The most direct UV effect is on ionospheric and exospheric height.
According to the simple Chapman model in which one-component atmosphere is assumed with scale height H (counter proportional to the gravity and mass of the atom/ion), cross section for ionization a, incoming solar flux F 0 , and density n 0 at altitude z ϭ 0, the peak altitude z max and peak production rate q max are given as
where is the solar zenith angle. The peak altitude does not depend on F 0 , but on H (i.e., gravity), whereas the peak production rate depends on both F 0 and H. The final profile is significantly modified by the transport of ions (vertical motion due to heating, which is proportional to q), and it moves the peak for n(z) to a higher altitude with a less sharp n(z) profile than the production profile (e.g., textbook by Rees, 1989) . As a result, the ionospheric extent depends on both F 0 (solar UV) and gravity (the size of the planet). A higher UV flux or a smaller planet (i.e., gravity) leads to a higher ionopause altitude. In fact, observations of Earth, Mars, and Venus have revealed a large variation of the ionospheric density and its extent (or ionopause height) between solar maximum and solar minimum (Evans, 1977; Zhang et al., 1990; Kliore and Luhmann, 1991) . When the neutral atmosphere (exosphere) is heated to expand for high UV flux (e.g., Kulikov et al., 2006) , such a condition means a higher ionization rate, e.g., by UV, electron impact, and the CIV mechanisms (section 2.1). All terrestrial planets with substantial atmospheres (Earth, Venus, Mars, and the moon Titan) have an ionosphere that is expanded to above the exobase, regardless of solar wind and UV conditions. Therefore, we assume in our qualitative assessment that the ionopause is always located above the exobase. Figure 2b illustrates the resultant UV dependence of the relative location of the exosphere and the ionopause.
This assumption directly indicates fewer neutrals above the ionopause than is the case for existing models (e.g., Kulikov et al., 2007) ; hence, less pickup loss, because newly born ions below the ionopause/magnetopause are protected from solar wind and IMF and trapped within the planetary magnetosphere/ionosphere as soon as they are ionized. For the same reason, the thermal escape rate of neutrals below the ionopause (eventually valid for the magnetopause, too) is also expected to be lower than it is for existing models because a substantial portion of neutrals beyond the escape velocity are ionized by the extra ionization such as CIV or extra electron impact ion-ization as discussed in section 2.1. Therefore, a high UV flux might not cause as high a thermal escape rate as many models predict.
Magnetized planet (Earth)
At magnetized planets, the intensity of the UV flux does not generally affect the magnetopause location (dashed line in Fig. 1a) , which is determined by the planetary intrinsic magnetic field and the SWDP. The UV increase certainly increases the exospheric height, but for the reason mentioned above, its effect on the thermal escape rate is expected to be smaller than predictions by models, unless the exosphere extends far above the magnetopause. For such an extended exosphere, the ionization rate must also be high, such that the entire setup becomes similar to that of the unmagnetized planets, which will be discussed in the next subsection.
However, a high UV flux causes a higher, hotter, and denser ionosphere and enhances nonthermal heating and related ion escape as mentioned in section 2.2 (Moore et al., 1999; Cully et al., 2003; Ebihara et al., 2006; and references therein) . By extrapolating the result by Cully et al. (2003) , an increase of F 10.7 flux by an order of magnitude (corresponding to the early Sun) might cause an increase of non-thermal ion escape from the ionosphere by anywhere from 4 orders of magnitude (power law extrapolation) to 9 orders of magnitude (exponential extrapolation) for O ϩ and by 1ϳ2 orders of magnitude for H ϩ . The O ϩ escape flux depends on the solar activity and geomagnetic activity much more than the H ϩ flux does.
The ion pickup loss of exospheric origin is not much affected by the UV flux change because the number of neutrals outside the magnetopause is not very large as long as the ionosphere and exobase are far below the magnetopause (this is the definition of magnetized planets in this paper). The other form of pickup, i.e., direct pickup of ions which have crossed the magnetopause from the magnetosphere, is mostly already counted in the non-thermal heating because most of these ions are already energized to more than the escape velocity before they reach the magnetopause and do not need the assistance of the pickup process for their escape. On the other hand, the subsequent mass loading by these ions enhances large-scale momentum transfer Lundin, 1997, 2001 ) and contributes further UV dependence. Finally, the UV dependence of other forms of momentum transfer, such as reconnection-related large-scale mass release from the tail, is not well studied yet. Possible ionospheric factors that may affect reconnection-related escape include increase in the ionospheric conductance and change in the composition at the reconnection site.
Unmagnetized planets (Mars, Venus, the moon Titan)
Again, we largely rely on terrestrial observations and a synthesis of observations for Venus, Mars, and Titan as summarized in section 2.2 as well as observed solar UV dependencies at Venus (e.g., Moore et al., 1990; Brace et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1991) . As described in the beginning of this section, thermal escape and the pickup of newly ionized neutrals by solar wind are not as strongly UV dependent as existing models have predicted. As illustrated in Fig. 2b , a high UV flux causes a hot expanded exosphere, which is favorable to enhanced thermal escape, while the expanded ionosphere reduces this contribution by the extra ionization of these neutrals with escaping velocity inside the ionosphere. The reduction of escape by the expanded ionosphere has more to do with ion pickup loss than with thermal escape because only those neutrals above the ionopause can contribute to the pickup process, while a substantial portion of neutrals inside the ionosphere may escape by thermal escape. It might also be possible that the expansion of the ionosphere could be more UV dependent than the expansion of the exosphere, which would cause a reduction of the total number of exospheric neutrals above the ionopause for high UV. In this case, the ion pickup loss would decrease with increasing UV.
For non-thermal ion escape mechanisms, we note that a higher UV flux causes a hotter and more expanded ionosphere and a larger solar wind-ionosphere interaction region (i.e., ionopause). While a larger solar wind-ionosphere interaction region means higher large-scale momentum transfer, a hotter and more expanded ionosphere means a stronger non-thermal heating because of a larger amount of the localized energy deposition (see section 3), which, together with the higher temperature, enhances the localized electromagnetic wave activity in the ionosphere, as suggested by terrestrial observations of non-thermal ion escape (Cully et al., 2003) . In fact, PVO observation of solar cycle dependence based on cold plasma data shows an increase of total non-thermal ion escape [(4)-(6) in Table 1 ] during solar maximum (e.g., Moore et al., 1990; Brace et al., 1990) . The Mars Express and Venus Express missions are expected to reveal the hot plasma part of non-thermal ion escape over the solar cycle.
Finally, we mention the gravity effect. In Equations 1 and 2, the dependence on gravity appears to be slightly less than the logarithmic response. This logarithmic response is valid for both the exosphere and the ionosphere; that is, the exosphere shrinks more than the ionosphere in actual distance (in km) for higher gravity. Furthermore, gravity effect on the ionopause height is reduced by compression by the SWDP, while gravity effect on the exospheric extent is not much affected by the SWDP (such a difference does not exist for a magnetized planet). Therefore, for an unmagnetized planet, higher gravity causes more shrinkage of the neutral atmosphere than of the ionosphere, and lower gravity causes more expansion. (Note that the ionopause is still expected to be located higher than the exobase). Recent Cassini observations have confirmed more massive escape of cold ions from Titan than from Venus (Wahlund et al., , 2006 . This is consistent with the above argument for both the UV dependence and the gravity dependence.
SUMMARY
We have discussed how the ionosphere may play an important role in controlling the atmospheric loss at early Earth and Earth-type planets and have qualitatively evaluated its positive/ negative effects as a function of the solar/stellar wind and radiation. The ionosphere contributes directly to atmospheric loss processes: (1) It is a source of non-thermal ion escape by, for example, non-thermal ion heating for both magnetized and unmagnetized planets. The relevant escape mechanisms are more solar wind/radiation dependent than thermal escape, particularly for O ϩ compared to H ϩ , which is important in determining the oxidized state of the atmosphere. (2) It is a protector from a solar wind-driven escape of ions by gyro- trapping to the piled-up IMF for unmagnetized planets. Therefore, the ionopause location relative to the exospheric extent is a controlling factor for the ion-pickup loss. For a magnetized planet, the pickup loss of the exospheric neutrals is very little because the exosphere does not extend much above the magnetopause. (3) It also partly contributes to large-scale momentum transfer and resultant largescale ion escape. As a result, the ionosphere makes the solar parameter dependencies of the atmospheric loss very dynamic for both thermal and nonthermal escape mechanisms.
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Tables 3 and 4 summarize the expected solar parameter dependencies of ion escape for magnetized and unmagnetized planets, respectively. A high atmospheric loss rate is expected when the planetary size is small, SWDP is high, IMF is variable, and the EUV/FUV flux is high. However, the dependence is different between thermal escape (small change) and non-thermal escape (large change). In our assessment, it may even be possible that the EUV/FUV dependence on the pickup loss is negative because of the expansion of the ionopause that keeps plasma within the ionosphere. Therefore, non-thermal escape from the ionosphere is as important as thermal escape or ion pickup from the exosphere of ancient Earth and Venus, when the solar EUV/FUV flux was very high (and solar wind was possibly very active). For Mars, on the other hand, the escape velocity of hydrogen is much lower than the CIV due to the low gravity; hence, unless the planet is strongly magnetized, thermal escape is expected to be the most important process, even 4-4.5 Gyr ago.
Since the O/H ratio of the observed non-thermal escape depends non-linearly on the solar parameters with a high O/H ratio for a high EUV/FUV, SWDP, IMF, or a variable IMF, the ancient Earth and Venus must have had a much higher O/H ratio of atmospheric escape than has been predicted by existing models. The higher O/H ratio of escape is important in modeling the oxidation state of the ancient atmosphere. Thus, to understand the atmospheric conditions at the time of the emergence of life and its early evolution, we need proper modeling of the ancient ionosphere along with proper assumptions of the static and dynamic conditions of the solar input and the ionosphere.
In this study, we did not consider many internal effects. The conditions of the upper neutral atmosphere, such as composition, temperature, and convection, cause large uncertainty in the ionopause location (for the unmagnetized case) and non-thermal heating (for the magnetized case). Volcanic activity should also significantly affect solar wind interaction because ancient eruptions, which were much stronger than at present, may have easily caused different O/H ratios in the escaping flux into the solar wind, as indicated by Io's volcano. Direct ion pickup of volcanic material may affect the atmospheric pH.
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